An understanding of the regulation of microtubule polymerization and dynamics in plant cells requires biochemical information on the structures, functions, and molecular interactions of plant tubulin and microtubule-associated proteins (MAPs) that regulate microtubule function. We have probed the regulatory domain and polymerization domain of purified maize tubulin using MAP2, an extensively characterized mammalian neumnal MAP. MAP2 bound to the surface of preformed, taxol-stabilized maize microtubules, with binding saturation occurring with one MAP2 molecule per five to six tubulin dimers, as it does with mammalian microtubules. MAP2 binding and dissociation analyses revealed two affinity classes of binding sites on maize microtubules: a high-affinity site 12 dimers apart that may be homologous to the cognate mammalian MAP2 binding site and an additional low-affinity site also 12 dimers apart that may be homologous to the mammalian tau binding site. MAPS corrected in vitro folding errors in taxol-stabilized maize microtubules and reduced the critical concentration of maize tubulin polymerization eightfold, from 8.3 to 1.0 pM. However, MAPS dissociated much more readily from maize microtubules than from mammalian microtubules and induced the assembly of maize tubulin into aberrant helical ribbon polymers that remained stable for prolonged periods. Our results indicated that MAPS binds to maize tubulin via a partially specific, low-fidelity interaction that reflects unique structural and functional properties of the polymerization and regulatory domains of plant tubulin and possibly of the tubulin binding domains of undocumented MAPs that regulate microtubule function in plant cells.
INTRODUCTION
Plant growth and development depend upon a genetic program of organized cell division, polarity, and differentiation that is mediated, in large part, by a dynamic, subcellular microtubule cytoskeleton. Microtubules are reversibly polymerized at discrete cytosolic sites during the plant cell cycle to form cytoskeletal arrays including the preprophase band, the mitotic spindle, the phragmoplast, and the cortical interphase array. These cytoskeletal arrays perform a variety of motilitybased functions that result in the polar distribution of subcellular components. Microtubule-dependent functions include chromosome congression and migration during mitosis, vesicle transport during cytokinesis, and orientation of cellulose synthase migration in the plasma membrane during microfibril deposition in the developing cell wall. Because microtubules are essential structures for plant cell division and differentiation, they are considered subcellular determinants of plant morphogenesis (Lloyd, 1987 (Lloyd, , 1991 Morejohn, 1991) .
Microtubules are formed by the self-assembly of tubulin, a globular heterodimeric protein composed of similar a-and 0-subunits, each with a mass near 50 kD. Tubulin dimers bind GTP and then polymerize in a head-to-tail manner to form a polymer whose wall has 13 laterally associated protofilaments.
Polymerization depends upon a critical concentration (C,) of
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dimer, above which microtubule assembly occurs spontaneously via a two-step process of nucleation and elongation (Oosawa and Asakura, 1975) . Microtubules may engage in treadmilling or dynamic instability kinetics at particular times during the cell cycle and mitosis (Gelfand and Bershadsky, 1991) . Microtubules also have microtubuleassociated proteins (MAPs) that bind to the outer polymer wall and influence polymer stability and interaction with subcellular components. Thus far, two classes of MAPs have been identified: the mechanoenzymes, such as kinesin and dynein, that are involved in motility events, and the fibrous MAPs, such as MAPS and tau, that reduce the tubulin critical concentration and promote microtubule polymerization, stability, and bundling. MAP genes are differentially expressed in different cell types, and MAPs may function in different regions of a given cell (Wiche et al., 1991) . The organization of tubulin dimers within the microtubule polymer is fairly well understood (Amos, 1979) , but the threedimensional structure of tubulin has not been determined because the dimer has not been crystallized in a form suitable for study by x-ray crystallography (Fosket and Morejohn, 1992) . Nevertheless, proteolytic dissection of the mammalian tubulin dimer has shown it to consist of two functional domains, a polymerization domain and a regulatory domain. Most of the dimer mass comprises the polymerization domain, which contains the GTP binding sites, the site of the intramolecular bond between a-and P-subunits, and dimer-dimer bonding sites for the formation and lateral association of protofilaments in microtubules (Amos, 1979; Kirchner and Mandelkow, 1985) . The regulatory domain is composed of elements from the carboxyl termini of both a-and P-subunits and possibly the amino terminus of a-tubulin (Serrano et al., 1984; Bhattacharyya et al., 1985; Sackett et al., 1985; Littauer et al., 1986; Sackett and Wolf, 1986) . Whereas calcium binds to the regulatory domain with a dissociation constant of 3.2 pM and prevents mammalian tubulin assembly (Solomon, 1977; Bhattacharyya et al., 1985) , fibrous MAPs bind to the regulatory domain and induce microtubule polymerization (Serrano et al., 1984; Littauer et al., 1986) . Proteolytic removal of carboxyl termini produces a dimer that polymerizes with a much lower critical concentration than that of an uncleaved dimer but no longer binds calcium or MAPs (Serrano et al., 1984; Maccioni et al., 1986; Paschal et al., 1989) . These results support a model for microtubule polymerization, wherein the intact dimer is normally autoinhibited for assembly. MAP binding to the regulatory domain derepresses the polymerization domain and promotes dimer-dimer bonding necessary for microtubule assembly and stability.
The most extensively characterized fibrous MAPs are mammalian neuronal MAP2 and tau. These MAPs are heat-stable, rodlike molecules with extended structure and have a tubulin binding domain and a projection domain. MAP2 and tau have similar cationic tubulin binding domains consisting of three or four imperfect repeats of 18 amino acids separated by 13-or 14-residue spacer regions (Lewis et al., 1988; Wiche et al., 1991) , and these MAPs compete for binding to separate or overlapping sites 4 2 dimers apart on mammalian microtubules (Kim et al., 1986) . The tubulin binding domain of a MAP interacts with a-and P-tubulin carboxyl termini via electrostatic and hydrophobic forces (Kotani et al., 1990; Cross et al., 1991) and alters microtubule dynamics (Burns, 1991; Gelfand and Bershadsky, 1991) . Although there are preliminary reports on the isolation of plant proteins that bind to microtubules in vitro (Cyr, 1991; Yasuhara et al., 1992; Schellenbaum et al., 1993) , MAPs are identified unequivocally by showing their stable or transient association with microtubules in cells. Thus, until such proteins are reproducibly localized to microtubules in plant cells, their identities as MAPs must be viewed with caution (Balaban and Goldman, 1990 ).
Severa1 plant a-and P-tubulin amino acid sequences have been deduced, and a comparison with vertebrate tubulin sequences has revealed apparent kingdom-specific, nonconservative substitutions, primarily in the a-subunit (Fosket and Morejohn, 1992) . Indeed, the functional consequences of these substitutions cannot be predicted a priori, so information must also be derived from direct examination of plant microtubule protein function. Although few studies exist on the regulation of plant microbutule polymerization, methods to isolate, purify, and polymerize plant tubulin (Morejohn and Fosket, 1982; Bokros et al., 1993) have facilitated studies showing that plant and mammalian tubulins are structurally, immunologically, and pharmacologically distinct (Morejohn et al., 1984; Morejohn and Fosket, 1986; Fosket and Morejohn, 1992; Hugdahl and Morejohn, 1993) . We have recently shown that taxol-induced polymerization of plant tubulin proceeds more effectively, even at low temperature, and has a lower critical concentration than mammalian tubulin (Bokros et al., 1993) . Because taxol induces the polymerization of tubulin whose regulatory domain has been previously excised by proteolysis, taxol must bind to a site within the polymerization domain and mediate assembly without binding to the regulatory domain (Maccioni et al., 1986; Sackett and Wolf, 1986) . Thus, although our results showed that the plant tubulin polymerization domain is functionally superior to that of mammalian tubulin (Bokros et al., 1993) , the role of the MAP binding regulatory domain in plant tubulin assembly has not been explored. lnformation on the structures, functions, and molecular interactions of plant tubulin and MAPs is crucial to understanding the regulation of microtubule polymerization and dynamics during the cell cycle and differentiation. Because no method exists for the isolation of bona fide plant MAPs in quantities suitable for comprehensive biochemical studies, we have used MAP2 from bovine brain to probe the structure and function of the polymerization and MAP binding regulatory domains of maize tubulin.
RESULTS

MAP2 Exhibits Substoichiometric and Saturable Binding to Polymerized Maize Tubulin
The binding of mammalian MAP2 to preformed plant microtubules was investigated. Maize tubulin was isolated from cultured cells by DEAE chromatography and polymerized with taxol in a microtubule assembly buffer (Morejohn and Fosket, 1982; Bokros et al., 1993) . A gradual temperature ramping protoco1 (O to 25OC) was used during polymerization, which provides long microtubules (Bokros et al., 1993) . MAP2 was isolated as a heat-stable protein from bovine brain preparations (Fellous et al., 1977; Vallee, 1982) . Although optimum interactions of MAP2 and mammalian tubulin may occur at 37OC, this temperature is not physiologically relevant to maize microtubule function because maize is a tropical plant having an optimum growth temperature in the range of 20 to 32OC (Neuffer, 1982) . Thus, all experiments with MAP2 and maize microtubules were performed at 25 to 30OC.
Aliquots of taxol-stabilized maize microtubules (6.7 pM tubulin) were combined with eight different concentrations of MAP2 (0.4 to 12.2 pM) in assembly buffer containing 10 pM taxol and incubated at 25OC for 30 min to permit binding. Under these conditions, virtually all maize tubulin existed in polymer form, because taxol reduces the maize dimer C, to 0.6 pM (Bokros et al., 1993) . Microtubule-containing samples and a control sample containing 12.2 pM MAP2 alone weresedimented at 30,OOOg for 30 min (25OC). Pellets were dissolved in SDS sample buffer and analyzed by SDS-PAGE (Laemmli, 1970) and Coomassie blue staining. The gel presented in Figure 1A shows ** MAP2 Concentration, |iM 0.4 0.5 0.7 1.0 1.5 3.0 6.1 12.2
MAP2
to tubulin in microtubules and that binding increased in a MAP2 concentration-dependent manner, with an apparent binding saturation at greater than or equal to 3 uM MAP2. Also, densitometry of the control lane showed that ~0.7% of MAP2 sedimented in the absence of microtubules. Extrapolation of the derived hyperbolic saturation curve gave a maximum binding stoichiometry of 1 mol MAP2 bound per 5.2 mol polymerized maize tubulin. These results indicate that MAP2 occupies a site five to six dimers apart on the surface of preformed maize microtubules. Taxol that maize microtubules bound MAP2, which was resolved as a closely spaced doublet of high molecular mass isoforms (MAP2A and MAP2B) of ~200 kD (Lewis et al., 1988) . Figure  1B presents the results of quantitative densitometry of proteins in each lane and shows that MAP2 bound substoichiometrically
MAP2 Facilitates Orientation of
The ultrastructural morphology of MAP2-satu rated maize microtubules was examined by thin-section electron microscopy of microtubule pellets. Taxol-stabilized maize microtubules (2.5 u,M) were mixed with either a saturating concentration of MAP2 (0.66 nM) or an equal volume of assembly buffer (control) and incubated at 30°C for 30 min to permit binding. Microtubules were collected by sedimentation through a 20% (w/v) sucrose cushion at 30,000g for 30 min (30°C) and prepared for electron microscopy using a tannic acid staining method (Kim et al., 1979) . The micrograph in Figure 2A shows a longitudinal view of control microtubules having smooth walls. Figure 2B reveals that MAP2-saturated polymers have periodic wispy projections of MAP2 decorating microtubule walls. The transverse view of control polymers in Figure 2C shows mainly microtubules, but a few polymorphic tubulin polymers were also seen. The transverse view of MAP2-saturated microtubules in Figure 2D shows that polymers have fine filamentous projections emanating from wall surfaces. In certain instances, these MAP2 projections bridged the entire space between adjacent microtubules or between microtubules and polymorphic polymers. When resolved at higher magnification, microtubules were found to consist of 12 to 17 protofilaments in both control and MAP2-satu rated samples. The mean diameter of MAP2-satu rated microtubules (27.8 ± 2.3nm;n = 65) was very similar to that of control microtubules (27.4 ± 1.5 nm; n = 66). The insets to Figures 2C and 2D show the protofilament substructure in microtubules. Interestingly, both longitudinal and transverse sections of MAP2-satu rated polymers revealed relatively straight microtubules that appeared to be oriented in parallel arrays or bundles ( Figures 2B and 2D ). In contrast, longitudinal sections through control polymers (Figure 2A ) always provided grazing images, indicating that microtubules composed of pure tubulin were more curved than those containing MAP2. Polymers in both transverse and longitudinal views of control pellets ( Figures  2A and 2C ) also had a more random arrangement in the pellet. These characteristics of polymer orientation were consistently observed in numerous thin sections from different parts of the embedded microtubule pellets. Our observations suggest that the binding of MAP2 to maize microtubules alters the conformation of the tubulin dimer to provide a more rigid polymer lattice and show that MAP2 facilitates the arrangement of maize microtubules into parallel arrays.
MAPS Corrects Folding Errors in Preformed
Taxol-Stabilized Maize Tubulin Polymers
Polymorphic maize polymers are aberrant steady state structures that result from assembly errors during nucleation andlor elongation events (Oosawa and Asakura, 1975; Burton, 1981) . The most frequently observed structures in cross-sections were S-, C-, M-, 6-, and 8-shaped polymers, the structures of which have been delineated previously with bovine brain tubulin (e.g., Mandelkow et al., 1983; Schultheiss and Mandelkow, 1983) . The possibility that MAP2 binding to preformed maize polymers affects their morphology was examined. Transverse sections of control and MAP2-saturated maize microtubules, such as those presented in Figures 2C and 2D , were scored for polymers that are normal microtubules or polymorphic structures. The control polymer sample was found to contain mainly microtubules (89.2%) and a few polymorphic structures (10.8%) (n = 808), in close agreement with our previous analysis (Bokros et al., 1993) . Interestingly, the MAP2-saturated polymer sample consisted of more microtubules (95.2%) and fewer polymorphic polymers (4.8%) (n = 1332).
Scoring of the specific type of polymorphic polymer in each sample showed substantially fewer S-, C-, and M-polymers in the MAPP-saturated sample and little or no change in the number of 6-and 8-polymers. Analysis of the data on microtubules, C-, S-, M-, and 6-polymers by the chi-square method showed that differences between the control sample and MAP2-containing sample were statistically significant (P < 0.001; x2 = 32.4 with four degrees of freedom). Because 8-polymers were so rare, they were omitted from the analysis. These results are consistent with a process whereby MAP2 binding to preformed, taxol-stabilized S-, C-, and M-polymers promotes their protofilament folding into microtubules. The effects of MAP2 on the morphology of preformed maize tubulin polymers are summarized in Table 1 . a The number of polymers scored is given in parentheses.
MAPS Dissociates More Readily from Maize than Brain Microtubules
The binding of MAP2 to mammalian microtubules is mediated, in large part, by electrostatic interactions between the cationic microtubule binding domain of MAPs and the anionic carboxyl termini of a-and B-tubulin (Wiche et al., 1991) . The extent to which MAP2 binding to maize microtubules is dependent upon electrostatic interactions was examined. Pure taxol-stabilized maize microtubules (6 pM) were incubated with a saturating concentration of MAP2 (1.5 pM) for 30 min (25OC). The sample was divided into 14 aliquots (40 pL), and polymers were sedimented by centrifugation at 30,000gfor 30 min (25OC). Each MAPBsaturated microtubule pellet was resuspended in assembly buffer (25 pL) containing 10 pM taxol and a different concentration of NaCl (O to 350 mM). Following incubation at 25OC for 30 min to permit MAP2 dissociation, microtubules were sedimented at 30,OOOg for 30 min (25OC). Pellets and supernatants were dissolved in SDS sample buffer to give equal volumes of each fraction and were analyzed by SDS-PAGE and Coomassie blue staining (Laemmli, 1970) .
The gels in Figure 3A show pellet and supernatant proteins obtained with each salt concentration. A comparison of the amount of MAP2 in the pellet lane to that in the corresponding supernatant lane reflects the extent of MAP2 dissociation. Because taxol stabilizes tubulin polymer against depolymerization even in the absence of MAPs, virtually all of the tubulin remained assembled and was found in the pellet fractions. In the case in which microtubules were resuspended in buffer containing no added salt, MAP2 dissociated extensively from maize microtubules, and unbound MAP2 was recovered in the supernatant fraction ( Figure 3A) . The results of quantitative densitometry of the gel are given in Figure 38 and show that with no added salt only 55% of MAP2 remained bound to maize microtubules. Further dissociation of MAP2 from maize microtubules was obtained with NaCl concentrations of greater than or equal to 100 mM, and the extent of dissociation increased in an NaCl concentration-dependent manner ( Figure 3A ). Figure 38 also shows that half-maximal dissociation of the remaining MAP2 occurred with 150 mM NaCl and that maximal dissociation was obtained with greater than or equal to 300 mM NaCI. A residual amount of bound MAP2 (9%) was detected in polymer pellets even at high salt concentrations and was presumably trapped nonspecifically by microtubules during centrifugation.
When the above experiment was performed under identical conditions with MAP2-saturated taxol-stabilized microtubules from bovine brain, only -20% of bound MAP2 dissociated from microtubules in the absence of added salt. As shown in Figure 36 , quantitative densitometry of MAP2 in supernatant and pellet fractions showed half-maximal dissociation of bound MAP2 from brain microtubules at -200 mM NaCI, with maximal dissociation at greater than or equal to 300 mM NaCI. These findings demonstrate that MAP2 binding to both maize and mammalian microtubules is mediated, at least in part, by Tub by a single cycle of polymerization and depolymerization and Sephadex G10 chromatography as described previously (Bokros et al., 1993; Hugdahl and Morejohn, 1993) . Tubulin (10 uM) was mixed with different concentrations of MAP2 (0.5 to 4.0 uM) in assembly buffer containing 1 mM GTR and polymerization was initiated by shifting the temperature from 0 to 25°C. After 1 hr, samples were sedimented at 30,000g for 30 min (25°C), polymer pellets were resuspended to the original 0.5 0 100 200 300
NaCI Concentration, mM electrostatic forces, but that the MAP-binding site on maize microtubules has a lower affinity for MAP2.
MAP2 Induces the Polymerization of Maize Tubutin and Reduces the Critical Concentration
The ability of MAP2 to induce the polymerization of plant tubulin was investigated. Maize tubulin was purified to homogeneity assembly volume, and equal volumes of each pellet and SUpernatant were boiled in SDS sample buffer and analyzed by SDS-PAGE. In this way, a comparison of the amount of protein in the pellet lane to that in the corresponding supernatant lane reflects the extent of tubulin polymerization at each concentration of MAP2. The Coomassie blue-stained gel presented in Figure 4A shows a MAP2 concentrationdependent increase in the mass of tubulin in polymer pellets and a concomitant decrease of tubulin in corresponding supernatants. In each reaction, MAP2 copolymerized with maize tubulin, maximum tubulin polymerization was observed at MAP2 concentrations of greater than or equal to 2.7 pM, and excess unbound MAP2 appeared in supernatant fractions from reactions performed with greater than or equal to 1.7 pM MAP2. Figure 48 presents the results of quantitative densitometry of MAP2 and maize tubulin in pellet lanes and shows a MAP2 concentration-dependent increase in the relative amount of MAP2 in polymer. At low MAP2 concentrations (0.5 to 1.7 pM), polymers were composed of a mean molar ratio of 1 mo1 MAP2 per 12.5 mo1 tubulin, and extrapolation of the derived sigmoida1 curve gave a maximum ratio of 1 mo1 MAP2 per 4.7 mo1 tubulin in polymer. These results indicated the existence of two affinity classes of MAP2 binding sites on MAPPinduced maize tubulin polymer. Estimation of the critical concentration for MAP8induced polymerization of maize tubulin was made by two different methods: turbidimetric measurement of assembly kinetics (Gaskin et al., 1974) and quantitative densitometry of electrophoretically separated proteins from polymerized fractions. Different concentrations of pure maize tubulin (2.5 to 10 pM) were combined with an assembly-saturating concentration of MAP2 (2.5 pM) in assembly buffer, and samples were transferred immediately to a cuvette in a temperature-controlled spectrophotometer and held at 25OC. Polymerization kinetics were followed with turbidimetry by recording the continuous change in absorbance (A35o), and after 1 hr, samples were sedimented at 30,000gfor 30 min (25OC). Polymer pellets were run on a gel, and the mass of tubulin in each lane was determined by quantitative densitometry after Coomassie blue staining. Turbidity measurements are presented in the inset to Figure 5 and show a tubulin concentration-dependent increase in both the rate and the extent of MAP2-induced polymerization; steady state was approached within 60 min. When the maximum leve1 of turbidity development was plotted versus the tubulin concentration, a linear relationship was obtained, and extrapolation of the line to the x-intercept provided a C, of 1.6 pM (correlation coefficient = 0.98) ( The inset shows the continuous turbidity kineticsof maize tubulin (2.5, 5.0, 7.5, and 10 wM) polymerization with an assembly-saturating concentration of MAPP.
MAP2 lnduces Maize Tubulin to Form Aberrant Helical Ribbon Polymers
Negative-stain electron microscopy, polymer sedimentation analysis (Johnson and Borisy, 1975) , and SDS-PAGE (Laemmli, 1970) were used to investigate the morphology and yield of maize tubulin polymer when assembled in the presence or absence of MAP2. Pure maize tubulin (10 pM) was polymerized in assembly buffer for 1 hr (25OC) in the presence and absence of 2.5 pM MAP2. Figure 6A shows that in the absence of MAP2, maize tubulin polymerized into microtubules that were slightly curved and had an average length of 0.9 k 0.4 pm (n = 23). Some microtubules (17%) had incompletely folded ends splayed on the grid to form flat sheets, and globular aggregates of unpolymerized tubulin were evident ( Figure 6A ). Polymer sedimentation analysis showed that only 16% of 10 pM maize tubulin polymerized under these conditions, a result consistent with a C, of 8.3 pM.
Remarkably, however, inspection of the sample assembled with MAP2 showed that no normal polymers were formed. Instead, many helical ribbon polymers were assembled. Figure  66 shows examples of helical ribbons resolved either as individual polymers or as clusters of ribbons that have become intertwined to form massive cablelike aggregates. Ribbons were 0.4 f 0.2 pm long (n = 54) and existed as right-and left-handed helices. Most ribbons were composed of four to eight laterally associated protofilaments and had a decreasing number of protofilaments at their tapered ends (Figure 66 , inset). The formation of helical ribbons was highly reproducible and was not dependent upon minor differences between preparation methods or batches of MAP2 (Fellous et al., 1977; Collins and Vallee, 1987) or maize tubulin. Very similar results were obtained also with MAP2-induced assembly of tubulin purified from tobacco cells (J. D. Hugdahl and L. C. Morejohn, unpublished results) . Quantitative densitometry of SDS-PAGE of polymer proteins from this sample revealed that 86% of maize tubulin polymerized in the presence of MAP2. Parallel electron microscopy observations with purified bovine brain tubulin (10 nM) and MAP2 (5 uM) assembled for 1 hr (37°C) in the same assembly buffer revealed no ribbons, but only long, normal-appearing microtubules as reported previously (Kim et al., 1979 ) (data not shown). These results suggested that MAP2 binds to maize tubulin via a low-fidelity interaction that produces abnormal nucleation and/or elongation events during polymerization.
Tests were performed to ascertain whether microtubules would assemble if maize tubulin was warmed to permit nucleation (Oosawa and Asakura, 1975) prior to the addition of MAP2. Maize tubulin (10 nM) was warmed to 23°C for 5 min and returned to an ice bath for 5 min before being mixed with MAP2 (2.5 uM). Polymerization was executed by shifting the temperature to 25°C for 1 hr. Although electron microscopy again revealed abundant helical ribbon polymers 0.6 ± 0.3 nm in length (n = 99), a few long microtubules (2.9 ± 1.5 urn; n = 34) were also formed ( Figure 6C ). Scoring of polymers (n = 352) according to morphology showed the sample to contain 95% helical ribbons and 5% microtubules. None of the microtubules had sheetlike ends, further indicating that MAP2 promotes the folding of protofilament sheets at microtubule ends. Microtubules assembled with MAP2 were also straighter than control microtubules ( Figure 6A ), indicating that MAP2 changes the conformation of polymerized tubulin in the absence of taxol, as it does in the presence of taxol. Polymers were never observed as chimeric structures consisting of part helical ribbon and part microtubule. Protein determinations and SDS-PAGE on the sedimented polymer pellet showed 91% polymerization of tubulin, a slight increase from 86% seen without prewarming. These results show that prewarming of maize tubulin prior to the addition of MAP2 facilitates the formation of some normal nuclei that become elongated into microtubules threefold longer than those assembled in the absence of MAP2. The limited number of normal nuclei formed during tubulin prewarming is determined by the dimer critical concentration in the absence of MAP2.
To confirm that purified maize dimer had good assembly competence and that helical ribbons are specifically caused by MAP2, tubulin polymerization was also performed in assembly buffer supplemented with 10% (vh) DMSO. Figure  6D shows that after warming to 25OC for 1 hr, many long maize microtubules and some flat tubulin sheets were assembled. No helical ribbons were observed. Polymer morphology scoring and length measurements afforded 80% microtubules with a length of 1.3 -c 0.8 pm (n = 69) and 20% sheets having a length of 1.2 f 0.9 pm (n = 9). Tubulin sheets were flat, had no regular folding pattern like helical ribbons, and were composed of protofilaments running parallel to the longitudinal axis of the polymer. Some sheets were composed of greater than or equal to 20 protofilaments and may have been formed by lateral bonding between protofilaments of antiparallel C-polymers (Schultheiss and Mandelkow, 1983) . Polymer sedimentation assays showed that 43% of maize tubulin assembled with 10% DMSO, indicating good polymerization competency. Therefore, helical ribbons are not formed by pure maize tubulin but are induced specifically by MAP2, further indicating a low-fidelity interaction of MAP2 with the regulatory domain of maize tubulin. A summary of these polymerization results is provided in Table 2 .
MAPS-lnduced Maize Tubulin Ribbons Are Relatively Stable, Steady State Polymers
Previous studies on MAP-induced bovine brain tubulin polymerization have shown helical ribbons to be aberrant metastable structures that rapidly polymerize and then depolymerize within a few minutes after the initiation of assembly (Kirschner et al., 1975; Mandelkow et al., 1983) . Because brain tubulin and MAPs from depolymerized ribbons were rapidly redistributed into normal microtubules prior to the attainment of polymer steady state (Mandelkow et al., 1980 Bordas et al., 1983; Spann et al., 1987) , we investigated the possibility that maize helical ribbons were also metastable structures. Samples (100 pL) of 5 pM maize tubulin were warmed in the absence or presence of 0.17, 0.25, and 5 pM MAP2 to give 1:30,1:20, and 1:l molar ratios of MAP2 to tubulin, respectively. Aliquots (8 pL) of each reaction were taken at 1, 2, 3, and 15 hr and processed for negative-stain electron microscopy. Also, after 3 hr of polymerization, aliquots (60 pL) of each reaction were sedimented at 30,OOOg for 30 min (25OC) to generate unpolymerized and polymerized protein fractions. SDS-PAGE analysis and protein assays of supernatant and polymer fractions showed, as expected, that 5 pM maize tubulin did not polymerize in the absence of MAP2 because this dimer concentration is substantially below the critical concentration. Electron microscopy of the control sample (containing no MAP2) confirmed an absence of microtubules and the presente of small amorphous tubulin aggregates at all time points (data not shown).
In the reaction containing a 1:30 ratio of MAP2 to tubulin, only normal-appearing microtubules and no helical ribbons were observed at 1 and 2 hr, and small numbers of helical polymers were found at 3 and 15 hr. The micrograph in Figure 7A shows examples of very long MAP2-induced microtubules (4.0 f 3.1 pm; n = 23) in the 15-hr sample. Figure 8A summarizes the scoring of polymer morphology at each time point and shows that microtubules were the predominant polymers for the duration of the experiment. Measurements of polymer length are presented in Figure 88 and reveal a time-dependent increase in microtubule length up to 15 hr. However, at this subsaturating concentration of MAP2, quantitative gel densitometry showed that 81% of maize tubulin remained unpolymerized by 3 hr.
Electron microscopy of polymers formed with a 1:20 molar ratio of MAP2 to tubulin showed that microtubules and helical ribbons coexisted at all time points. l h e micrograph presented in Figure 78 shows a mixture of polymers from the 3-hr sample, including moderately long microtubules (2.8 f 1.6 pm; n = 80) and helical ribbons (0.7 f 0.3 pm; n = 242). Measurements taken from high-magnification images of ribbons provided an average of three protofilaments per ribbon (n = 17). A summary of morphological scoring is given in Figure  8C and shows that microtubules were more abundant than ribbons at early times (1 and 2 hr), but that the relative number of microtubules decreased while that of helical ribbons increased. Helical ribbons comprised 75% of total polymer number by 3 hr ( Figure 8C ). Fewer ribbons than microtubules were found at 15 hr, suggesting that after a prolonged period, ribbons may eventually depolymerize at this assemblysubsaturating level of MAP2 ( Figure 8C ). Polymer length measurements given in Figure 8D show that microtubules and helical ribbons simultaneously elongated up to 3 hr. Again, however, most tubulin (70%) was determined to be unpolymerized by 3 hr.
Electron microscopy of tubulin samples polymerized with an assembly-saturating concentration of MAP2 (5 nM) showed abundant helical ribbons and very few microtubules at all time points. Ribbons formed by 3 hr had an average protofilament number of six (n = 17), which is nearly twofold wider than those formed by 3 hr with subsaturating MAP2 ( Figure 7B ). The micrograph in Figure 7C displays very long helical ribbons (3.6 ± 1.7 urn; n = 29) from the 15-hr sample having an average of 11 protofilaments (n = 11). Figure 8E shows that microtubules comprised a very small fraction of the total polymer number at all times examined, and Figure 8F demonstrates that ribbons elongated throughout the experiment, with no microtubules found in the 15-hr sample. After 3 hr of assembly, only 22% of tubulin was unpolymerized, a result consistent with a C c of 1.0 pM for an assembly-saturating concentration of MAP2 ( Figure 5 ). These results show that helical ribbons of maize tubulin are formed in a MAP2 concentration-dependent manner and are stable, steady state polymers rather than transient structures.
DISCUSSION
Previous results from our laboratory demonstrated that taxolinduced polymerization with purified plant tubulins is much more efficient than with bovine brain tubulin, particularly at low temperatures (Bokros et al., 1993) . Moreover, the taxolinduced critical concentrations of maize (0.6 pM) and tobacco tubulins (1.2 pM) at 25OC are much lower than that of bovine brain tubulin (3 to 4 pM) at 37% (Kumar, 1981) . Because polymerization in those studies was induced by taxol rather than by MAPs, the results reflect the functional nature of the polymerization domain but not the MAP binding regulatory domain.
In this study, we found that in the absence of taxol, mammalian MAP2 reduces the critical concentration of maize tubulin approximately eightfold, from 8.3 to 1.0 pM. In contrast, MAP2 reduces by -80-fold the critical concentration of bovine brain tubulin from ~4 0 to 0.5 pM (Sloboda et al., 1976; Kim et al., 1979) . These results not only confirm that the polymerization domain of plant tubulin is functionally superior to that of mammalian tubulin but also demonstrate a functional similarity of the MAP binding regulatory domains of these diverse tubulins. Unlike tubulin from mammals that maintain a nearly constant 37C body temperature as homeothermic organisms, plant tubulin has apparently evolved a structure that functions effectively over a wider range of temperatures during growth and development.
Conversion by MAP2 of taxol-stabilized maize tubulin C-, S-, and M-polymers into normal microtubules indicates that the binding of MAP2 to the regulatory domain of previously assembled tubulin effectively transmits a conformational change to the polymerization domains along the entire polymer. This interpretation is consistent with the known molecular lattice structures of these polymers (Amos, 1979; Burton, 1981; Schultheiss and Mandelkow, 1983) . A normal microtubule with 13 protofilaments is essentially a cylindrical sheet of tubulin that assembles by the head-to-tail bonding of dimers to form protofilaments in the longitudinal axis, and the lateral bonding of dimers in neighboring protofilaments occurs at 152.3O angles in the transverse axis. The intramolecular bonds between a-and P-subunits in dimers are also aligned with the longitudinal axis (Amos, 1979) . The C-polymer with 13 protofilaments is a straight tubulin sheet with normal longitudinal bonding in protofilaments, like a microtubule, for example, but it is incompletely folded into a microtubule because interprotofilament bonding angles are greater than 152.39 C-polymers are often found at the growing ends of microtubules composed of pure tubulin, or they can existas long sheets that are transversely curved but not folded into microtubules. An S-polymer is a composite structure formed by lateral bonding of the exposed protofilaments on two C-polymers having opposite orientations. The M-polymer is a composite structure formed by lateral bonding of three C-polymers, the central polymer having the opposite orientation to the outer two polymers. The 8-polymer is formed by the binding of both exposed protofilaments of a C-polymer with the outer wall of a normal microtubule, and the 6polymer has one protofilament of a small curved sheet bound to the outer microtubule wall (Schultheiss and Mandelkow, 1983) . The conversion by MAP2 of maize polymorphic structures into microtubules probably occurs without microtubule depolymerization and repolymerization because MAP2 and taxol in combination suppress kinetic behaviors, such as dynamic instability and treadmilling (Caplow and Zeeberg, 1982; Burns, 1991; Gelfand and Bershadsky, 1991; Wiche et al., 1991) . Thus, maize polymorphic polymers are probably corrected by a direct distortional breaking of interprotofilament bonds between antiparallel C-polymers comprising S-and M-polymers, followed by interprotofilament bonding of detached C-polymers to produce microtubules. MAP2 binding also restricts the angle of intraprotofilament bonds in the longitudinal axis because MAP2-saturated maize microtubules are straighter than microtubules composed of pure tubulin.
Our estimation of a maximum binding stoichiometry of 1 mo1 MAP2 per 5 to 6 mo1 tubulin both in taxol-stabilized maize and brain microtubules is consistent with the analyses of Kim et al. (1979 Kim et al. ( , 1986 ) that used bovine brain microtubules assembled with saturating MAP2. Although their initial report of MAP2 binding to microtubules predicted a maximum molar stoichiometry of 1:9 (Kim et al., 1979) , the molecular mass of MAP2 had been estimated to be 300 kD from its mobility on SDS gels. Because this value is 1.5-fold greater than the actual molecular mass (199 kD) of MAP2 deduced subsequently by sequencing the MAP2 gene (Lewis et al., 1988) , the work of Kim et al. (1979) showed that MAP2 binds to tubulin in mammalian microtubules with a maximum stoichiometry of 1:6. Although we have not performed an analysis of the longitudinal spacing of MAP2 on maize microtubules, our findings are consistent with a conserved superlattice arrangement of MAP2 binding sites on plant and mammalian microtubules, whereby a maximum of one MAP2 molecule is bound every six dimers, as predicted for mammalian microtubules (Kim et al., 1979 (Kim et al., , 1986 .
Despite the similar MAP2 binding capacities of preformed, taxol-stabilized maize and brain microtubules, our results show that MAP2 binds to plant microtubules with a lower affinity than to brain microtubules because (1) MAP2 dissociates more readily from plant microtubules than from brain microtubules upon removal of excess unbound MAP2, and (2) half-maximal dissociation of MAP2 from maize microtubules occurs ata lower salt concentration than with brain microtubules. We propose that the initial 45% loss of MAP2 from maize microtubules represents its dissociation from a secondary, low-affinity binding site that may be homologous to the tau binding site on mammalian microtubules (Kim et al., 1986) . MAP2 also binds to a higher affinity, primary site on maize tubulin, because 50% dissociation of the remaining bound MAP2 required a substantia1 increase in ionic strength (Figure 38 ). This site probably is homologous to the cognate MAP2 binding site on mammalian microtubules, although its affinity for MAP2 is lower than that on brain microtubules. The differential MAP2 binding and dissociation properties with plant and animal microtubules is not a trivial result of the presence of taxol on microtubules, because taxol does not compete with MAPs for binding to microtubules (Kumar, 1981) , and MAP2 binds with nearly the same stoichiometry to polymerized tubulin in the presence or absence of taxol (Kim et al., 1986; Joly and Purich, Further evidence for the existence of two affinity classes of MAP2 binding sites on polymerized maize tubulin is provided by our results with MAP2-induced maize tubulin polymerization. With assembly-subsaturating concentrations of MAP2, polymers were composed of 1 mo1 MAP2 per -12 mo1 tubulin, but with assembly-saturating MAP2 concentrations, polymers consisted of 1 mo1 MAP2 per 4 i mo1 tubulin. These molar stoichiometries are consistent with a process in which binding at low MAP2 concentrations occurs primarily to a highaffinity site -12 dimers apart and at high MAP2 concentrations to a low-affinity site also 4 2 dimers apart. At assembly-subsaturating MAP2 concentrations, however, maize polymerization samples contain a mixed population of microtubules and helical ribbons after 1 hr of assembly, so we could not estimate separately the maximum stoichiometries of MAP2 binding to these different polymers. Nevertheless, our stoichiometry estimates with samples containing either MAP2-saturated taxol-stabilized microtubules or MAPPsaturated helical ribbons suggest that both polymers possess two affinity classes of MAP2 binding sites. These results predict the existence of at least two classes of plant MAPs whose functions may include the promotion of tubulin assembly and microtubule stabilization in appropriate cytoskeletal arrays during the cell cycle and differentiation.
MAP2-induced maize polymers were never observed as chimeric structures consisting of part helical ribbon and part microtubule, indicating that microtubules and helical ribbons are not readily interconverted by a direct folding pathway but are independently nucleated and elongated polymers. Furthermore, pure maize tubulin is assembly competent and forms only microtubules in the absence of MAP2, and although MAP2 lowers the critical concentration, the number of helical ribbons increases with the MAP2 concentration. These data indicate that MAP2 is deficient in the nucleation phase of plant tubulin assembly (Oosawa and Asakura, 1975) . Helical tubulin ribbons have been previously observed during MAP-induced polymerization of bovine brain tubulin, where they comprise less than or equal to 19% of polymer mass within 2 min of warming the solution and are absent after 18 min (Kirschner et al., 1975) . The rapid disappearance of helical ribbons led to the proposal that helical ribbons were intermediate structures in the pathway of normal microtubule assembly (Kirschner et al., 1975) . However, electron microscopy and time-resolved x-ray diffraction studies using synchrotron radiation of bovine microtubule polymerization have shown helical ribbons to be aberrant structures that result from a transient kinetic overshoot early in assembly (Mandelkow et al., 1980 Bordas et al., 1983) . Normally, small tubulin oligomers associate laterally to form prenucleation structures that continue to grow by lateral association until mature nuclei having 13 protofilaments are formed, and oligomers consisting of tubulin and MAPs and free dimers participate by endwise elongation of microtubule nuclei (Weisenberg et al., 1976; Mandelkow et al., 1980; Pan-1990) . taloni et al., 1981; Bordas et al., 1983; Spann et al., 1987) . When the rate of nucleation is slow compared to elongation events, prenucleation structures containing fewer than 13 protofilaments become elongated into helical ribbons. Because helical ribbons are metastable, they rapidly disassemble into tubulin and MAPs that are redistributed into microtubules prior to steady state Mandelkow et al., 1983; Spann et al., 1987) . Thus, the polymerization of bovine brain tubulin by addition of an equimolar ratio of MAP2 results in the steady state assembly of normal microtubules and not helical ribbons in less than or equal to 40 min (Kim et al., 1979) . In contrast, our results show that with assembly-saturating MAPP, maize helical ribbons are the predominant polymer and are persistent rather than metastable. We propose that helical ribbons are produced by a kinetic overshoot that results from contributions from both the regulatory and polymerization domains of maize tubulin. In this mechanism, MAP2 binds with relatively low specificity to the regulatory domain that promotes nucleation, but incompletely formed nuclei (prenuclei) are prematurely elongated because of maize tubulin's efficient polymerization domain. Because the MAPP-containing prenuclei are curved, subsequent elongation perpetuates the formation of a helical ribbon polymer. Higher MAPP concentrations produce wider incomplete nuclei that elongate into longer ribbons.
Previously published evidence also circumstantially indicates that MAPP binds to plant tubulin with partia1 specificity. Purified bovine brain tubulin forms steady state helical ribbons when polymerization is induced by various synthetic polycationic molecules, such as DEAE dextran (Erickson, 1976) , quaternary ammonium salts (Kuznetsov et al., 1978) , and polylysine (Burton, 1981) . As polycations, these molecules bind to tubulin through electrostatic interactions and induce the assembly of a variety of polymorphic tubulin structures, with particular structures formed depending upon the molecular weight of the polycation used. Our micrographs of MAP2-induced maize tubulin helical ribbons are virtually indistinguishable from those reported for polycation-induced mammalian ribbons (Erickson, 1976; Kuznetsovet al., 1978; Burton, 1981) . These studies, taken together with our results, show that positive charge alone is insufficient to induce both efficient and normal microtubule polymerization and indicate that MAPinduced tubulin polymerization depends upon not only charge, but also high-fidelity, sequence-specific interactions of MAPs and tubulin.
Our findings demonstrate that some component(s) of the MAP-binding region of plant tubulin is structurally different from that in mammalian tubulin. 60th MAP2 and tau bind strongly to peptides composed of residues 392 to 445 in the carboxyl terminus of mammalian brain 0-tubulin and weakly to peptides consisting of residues 403 to 450 of the a-tubulin carboxyl terminus (e.g., Littauer et al., 1986; Maccioni et al., 1988; Cross et al., 1991) . The amino acid comparison in Figure 9A shows that carboxyl termini of mammalian brain P-tubulin classes II, 111, and IVa (Sullivan, 1988) are nearly identical to those of the two published maize p-tubulins (p1 and 02) (Hussey et al., 1990) , except that a cluster of amino acid substitutions exists in the terminal hypervariable regions that distinguish isotypes. (Dayhoff, 1978) between mammalian and maize sequences where they may be compared.
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Most substitutions, however, are conserved according to accepted rules for grouping amino acids by physical and chemical properties and by frequency of exchange (Dayhoff, 1978) , and the isotypes have similar net anionic charges ( Figure 9A ). Figure 9 6 shows that the carboxyl termini of the two abundant mammalian brain a-tubulins (mal and ma2) (Sullivan, 1988 , and references therein) are identical to one another and very similar to those of five published maize a-tubulins, including Tubal, Tuba2, and Tuba3 (Montoliu et al., 1989 (Montoliu et al., ,1990 ) and tua5 and tua6 (Villemur et al., 1992) . Severa1 substitutions exist between brain and maize hypervariable isotypic regions, and although isotypes have similar net anionic charges, most replacements are considered nonconservative (Dayhoff, 1978) (Figure 96 ). The comparison also shows a strong conservation of a particular amino acid in the plant sequences, with an equally strong conservation of adifferent amino acid in the mammalian sequences. Although we have previously identified such plant-and vertebrate-specific amino acid substitutions in tubulin, they were in the polymerization domain rather than in the regulatory domain (Fosket and Morejohn, 1992) . The present observations on the hypervariable regions suggest that sequence-specific differences between brain and maize a-tubulin carboxyl termini are responsible, at least in part, for distinct MAP2 binding characteristics. However, mammalian brain tubulin is phosphorylated at Ser-444 of the class 111 p-subunit and polyglutamylated at Glu-438 of the class III p-subunit and Glu-445 of the a-subunit (Eddé et al., 1990; Alexander et al., 1991) . These post-translational modifications add substantial negative charge to carboxyl termini, which is expected to enhance the binding of MAPs (Eddé et al., 1990; Alexander et al., 1991) . Because there is no published evidence that plant tubulin is modified by phosphorylation or glutamylation (Fosket and Morejohn, 1992) , the lower affinity of MAP2 for maize microtubules may also result from a weaker electrostatic component of the binding interaction.
An integrated interpretation of our analysis indicates that the MAP binding region in the regulatory domain of maize tubulin is distinct from that of brain tubulin. We speculate that sequence-specific differences between a-tubulins contribute most to differential MAP2 binding and possibly to different assembly properties of these diverse tubulins. The results logically predict that plant MAPs have tubulin binding domains that are structurally and functionally distinct from those of mammalian MAPs; this is an idea that should be addressed in future studies on plant MAPs. Finally, our findings may be relevant to the important and unresolved mechanism by which plant microtubules are nucleated. In cells of flowering plants, the ends of microtubules at mitotic spindle poles and both ends of microtubules in the preprophase band, phragmoplast, and cortical interphase array terminate in discrete cytosolic locations (Lloyd, 1987 (Lloyd, , 1991 rather than being anchored by an obvious microtubule-organizing center, such as the centrosome observed in animal cells. It is conceivable that specific sites of microtubule placement in plant cells are regulated in part by the placement of a MAP that functions in microtubule nucleation.
METHODS
Mate r i a I s
GTP (98% pure; Type IX) was purchased as a relatively stable lithium salt from Sigma Chemical Co. Taxo1 was generously provided by N. Lomax (Drug Synthesis and Chemistry Branch, Division of Cancer Treatment, National Cancer Institute, Bethesda, MD). Stock solutions of 10 mM taxol were prepared in DMSO and stored at -80% until use. Ultrapure ammonium sulfate was obtained from ICN (Irvine, CA), and Miracloth filter sheet was purchased from Calbiochem. Electrophoresis chemicals were from Bio-Rad, and SDS, other chemicals, and chromatographic materials were obtained from Sigma.
Plant Cell Cultures
Liquid suspension cultures of maize BMS cells (Zea mays cv Black Mexican Sweet) were grown in the dark at 28% and 145 rpm on an orbital shaker in modified MS medium (Murashige and Skoog, 1962) , supplemented with 150 mglL L-asparagine, 2 mglL 2.4-D. 0. 5 mglL thiamine-HCI, and 20 glL sucrose, pH 5.7. Cells were subcultured at 7-day intervals by 15-fold dilution with fresh medium.
lsolation and Purification of Maize Tubulin
Plant tubulin was isolated from stationary phase (day 7 to 8) cells (0.25 to 1.2 kg fresh weight) by DEAE-Sephadex A50 chromatography as described by Morejohn and Fosket (1982) with modifications described previously (Bokros et al., 1993) . Briefly, maize tubulin was isolated from stationary phase (day 7 to 8) cells using DEAE-Sephadex A50 chromatography, and ammonium sulfate precipitates of DEAE-isolated tubulin were resuspended in an isolation buffer consisting of 50 mM Pipes-KOH, pH 6.9,l mM EGTA, 0.5 mM MgS04, and 1 mM DTT and supplemented with 0.1 mM GTP, 50 Wgl mL sodium-p-tosyl-L-arginine methyl ester (TAME) and 5 pglmL each of pepstatin A, leupeptin hemisulfate, and aprotinin. Small aliquots of tubulin were frozen in microcentrifuge tubes by immersion in liquid N2 and stored at -8OOC until use.
For binding experiments with preformed plant microtubules and microtubule-associated protein 2 (MAP2), maize microtubules were purified to homogeneity by a single taxol-induced microtubule polymerization as described previously (Bokros et al., 1993) . Briefly, samples of DEAE-isolated tubulin were thawed, clarified by centrifugation for 1 hr at 100, OOOg (2%) in a Beckman TL-100 ultracentrifuge (TLA-100 rotor), and polymerized with a twofold molar excess of taxol in a microtubule assembly buffer composed of 50 mM Pipes-KOH, pH 6.9,l mM EGTA, 0.5 mM MgS04, 1 mM DTT, 1 to 2% (vlv) DMSO, and 1 mM GTP. Assembly was performed by gradual temperature ramping from 2 to 25% over a 2-hr period. Polymer was collected by centrifugation for 40 min at 30, OOOg at 25OC through a cushion of 20% (wlv) sucrose in assembly buffer containing 1 pM taxol. Silver-stained gels of polymer pellet samples showed only a-and p-tubulin polypeptides as described previously .
To prepare plant tubulin for polymerization experiments without taxol, pure maize polymer was depolymerized for 30 min by resuspension to less than or equal to 1 mglmL tubulin in ice-cold buffer containing 3 mM CaCI2 and lacking DMSO and GTP. The sample was clarified of residual polymer by centrifugation for 30 min at 30, OOOg (2OC).
Taxol does not bind to unpolymerized tubulin from plants or animals (Collins and Vallee, 1987; Takoudju et al., 1988; Bokros et al., 1993; Schellenbaum et al., 1993) , and along with CaCI, and GDP, it was removed from depolymerized tubulin by gel filtration chromatography on a Sephadex G10 column at 0°C as described previously (Bokros et al., 1993) . The tubulin peak was collected in severa1 0.1-mL fractions, and to prevent contamination of protein by low molecular weight components in the trailing peak, the last two to three tubulin fractions were discarded. The tubulin sample was brought to 1 mM in GTP, diluted to appropriate concentrations for polymerization experiments, and used immediately. The resulting pure maize tubulin has a critical concentration (C, ) of 0.83 mglmL when assembled for 1 hr at 25°C (Bokros et al., 1993) .
Purification of Bovine Brain Tubulin
Mammalian tubulin was purified from the gray matter of bovine brain by DEAE-Sephadex A50 chromatography according to a modified version of the method of Lee (1982) . The isolation buffer consisted of 50 mM Pipes-KOH, pH 6.9, 1 mM EGTA, 0.5 mM MgSO,, 1 mM DTT, 0.1 mM GTP, 0.2 M sucrose, 50 pglmLTAME, and 50 pglmL each of leupep tin hemisulfate, pepstatin A, and aprotinin. Also, DEAE-Sephadex A50 fractionation of the ammonium sulfate precipitate (43% of saturation) was performed in a chromatography column rather than by batch centrifugation. Eluted tubulin was concentrated by precipitation with 50% saturation with ammonium sulfate, and the MgC12 precipitation step was omitted. The precipitate of tubulin was dissolved in buffer, and samples were frozen in liquid N2 and stored at -80%. Coomassie blue-stained gels revealed greater than or equal to 95% purity and no contamination by MAP2 or tau proteins.
To prepare taxol-stabilized brain microtubules for MAP2 binding experiments, tubulin was thawed in an ice bath, clarified of insoluble aggregates by centrifugation at l O0,OOOg for 1 hr at PC, and the protein concentration was adjusted to 1.5 mglmL. Taxol (20 pM) and l mM GTP were added and microtubules were assembled at 25°C. Microtubules were collected by sedimentation through a 20% (wlv) sucrose cushion at 30,OOOg for 30 min at 25°C and resuspended in microtubule assembly buffer. lsolation of Bovine Brain MAPP MAP2 is a heat-stable protein and was isolated from bovine brain according to the heat denaturation method of Fellous et al. (1977) and Vallee (1982) , with the certain modifications. 60th white and gray matter were dissected from meninges, diced with a razor blade, and washed with icetold MAP isolation buffer consisting of 0.1 M Pipes-KOH, pH 6.9, 1 mM EGTA, 0.5 mM MgSO,, 1 mM DTT, 0.1 mM GTP, 50 pglmL TAME, and 5 pglmL each of the protease inhibitors leupeptin hemisulfate, pepstatin A, and aprotinin. Tissue was homogenized for 30 sec in an equal volume of buffer at 2OC, and the homogenate was centrifuged at 13, OOOg for 30 min at 4°C (Beckman JA14 rotor, and J2-21 centrifuge). The supernatant was brought to 5 pM in taxo1 (1% DMSO) and warmed to 25-for 30 min to polymerize microtubules (Vallee, 1982) . Microtubules were sedimented through a cushion of 20% (wlv) sucrose at 30,OOOg for 30 min at 25°C (Beckman JA17 rotor), and the first heated pellet (HIP) was retained. The HIP was resuspended in icecold buffer supplemented with 3 mM CaCI2, allowed to depolymerize for 30 min, and centrifuged at 30,000gfor 30 min at 4OC to produce the first coldtreated supernatant (CIS) and pellet (CIP). The C1P was resuspended in MAP isolation buffer and retained for MAP2 isolation. NaCl was added to 0.75 M to each CIS and CIP sample, and the solutions were heated at 100°C for 5 min, cooled to 4"C, and centrifuged at 40,OOOg for 30 min at 4°C (Beckman TLA 100.3 rotor and Beckman TL-100 Ultracentrifuge). Heat-stable supernatants were desalted on columns of Sephadex G10 equilibrated with MAP isolation buffer and concentrated by N2 pressure filtration at 4°C using a 30,000 molecular weight cutoff membrane; aliquots of 5 to 8 mglmL MAP2 were frozen in liquid N2 and stored at -80%.
Gel immunoblotting of MAP2 samples with the mouse monoclonal antibody AP20 (Sigma) revealed trace amounts of proteolytically cleaved MAP2 polypeptides running in the 66-to 200-kD range. Overloaded gels of MAP2 also showed trace amounts of tau-like and other low molecular weight polypeptides, but none of these proteins bound to maize microtubules. lmmediately prior to use, MAPP samples were thawed in an ice bath and clarified of insoluble materials bysedimentation at 160,00Og(PC) for 30 min. However, in preliminaryexperiments we found that after incubation of MAP2 samples for 30 min at 25°C and centrifugation at 30,OOOg for 30 min (25%) virtually no CIS MAP2 sedimented, whereas greater than 50% of CIP MAP2 sedimented. For this reason only CIS MAP2 was used in this study.
Gel Electrophoresis and Quantltative Densitometry
Proteins were analyzed by SDS-PAGE (6 to 8% polyacrylamide; 0.75-mm thickness) according to the method of Laemmli (1970) . Gels were stained overnight in 0.125% Coomassie Brilliant Blue R 250 in 50% methanol-lO% acetic acid, destained 1 hr in 50% methanol-10% acetic acid, and further destained in 5% methanol-7% acetic acid. Estimations of tubulin and MAP2 purity were made by quantitative densitometry of dried Coomassie blue-stained gels using an E-C densitometer equipped with an integratorlplotter (Hewlett-Packard).
Protein Determinations
Protein content was determined by dye binding assays (Bradford, 1976) with protein dye reagent (Bio-Rad) and using BSA fraction V as a standard. BSA standard curves generally underestimate protein concentrations twofold (Bio-Rad lnstruction Manual), so values were corrected by a factor of two as described previously (Morejohn et al., 1984) . The molecular masses of tubulin and MAP2 were assumed to be 100 and 199 kD, respectively, on the basis of gene sequencing studies (Lewis et al., 1988; Fosket and Morejohn, 1992) .
Turbidimetric Measurements
Microtubule assembly was monitored turbidjmetrically by following the continuous change in absorbancy at 350 nm (Gaskin et al., 1974 ) using a spectrophotometer (Lambda 4C; Perkin-Elmer) equipped with a digital temperature controller accessory. Reaction mixtures were immediately transferred to a quartz cuvette (0.7-mL volume, I-cm light path), and the AAss0 was recorded.
Polymer Sedlmentatlon Assays
The mass of tubulin polymerized was determined by polymer sedimentation assays (Johnson and Borisy, 1975) . Polymer was sedimented at 25 or 3OoC by centrifugation at 30,OOOg for 30 min in a TLA-100 rotor with a Beckman TL-100 ultracentrifuge. In certain experiments polymer was sedimented through a 20% sucrose cushion containing tubulin isolation buffer (40 pL).
Electron Microscopy
The ultrastructural morphology of plant tubulin polymers was studied with transmission electron microscopy as described by Kim et al. (1979) , with the following modifications. Assembled polymer was sedimented through sucrose cushions as described above, and pellets were fixed overnight at room temperature in 1% glutaraldehyde-1% tannic acid in IB prepared with Pipes-NaOH (rather than Pipes-KOH), pH 6.9 and then postfixed for 30 min at 4OC with 0.5% osmium tetroxide in the same buffer. Pellets were embedded in 1% agarose, stained en bloc for 6 hrwith 1% uranyl acetate, and dehydrated through agraded ethano1 series and propylene oxide. Pellets were embedded in EMbed-8WAraldite resin and sectioned on an LKB Ultrotome ultramicrotome. Sections (50-to 60-nm thick) were placed on EMS 300 mesh copper gilder grids and stained for 30 min in 2% uranyl acetate in 12.5% methanol-350/0 ethanol and then 3 to5 min in Reynolds lead citrate. Electron microscopy was performed on an electron microscope (JEM-100CX; Jeol), and scoring of polymer morphology and length was performed by observations on negatives on a dissecting microscope. In cases where one or both ends of a polymer projected off the edge of the grid square, its measured length was doubled or tripled, respectively.
The morphology of tubulin polymers was also examined by negativestain electron microscopy. Polymer samples (4 pL) were placed on 200-mesh copper grids coated with Formvar and carbon (Ted Pella, Redding, CA) and allowed to adsorb to the grid surface for 2 min. The sample solution was removed by wicking with afilter paper, grids were rinsed for 10 sec with 4 pL of water, and adsorbed polymer was negatively stained for 1 min with 4 pL of 2% (w/v) uranyl acetate (Polysciences, Inc., Warrington, PA). Polymer samples were observed and photographed on electron microscopes (HE-1lA; Hitachi and JEM-1OOCX; Jeol).
